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UM LANDS $1.5 MILLION FOR UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCATION 
MISSOULA -
The nation’s largest private supporter of science education, the Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute, has awarded a $1.5 million grant to The University of Montana.
The grant proposal was written by UM biology professors Bill Holben, an expert in 
molecular microbial ecology, and Carol Brewer, whose expertise is plant physiological 
ecology. Holben said the money will significantly boost the University’s science education in 
several ways.
First, the undergraduate curriculum in UM’s Division of Biological Sciences will be 
revamped. The revised curriculum will be injected with more math and computer science, as 
well as more “hands-on” experiential learning and components of communication studies and 
ethics.
“A lot of our undergraduate biology courses lack significant hands-on experience to 
really ingrain the concepts learned in the lectures,” Holben said. “This will change that.”
The grant also will provide resources to enable faculty members to design and 
participate in this new, innovative curriculum.
In addition, Holben said the funding will allow undergraduates with little or no research
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experience to work in laboratories alongside doctoral students, post-docs and faculty members 
“to learn how scientific research works in the real world.”
Undergraduates also will be able to write proposals for their own independent research 
projects. They then will be required to present their work to the public in some form to gain 
experience in communication and outreach.
Holben said the Hughes grant will complement two other programs already in place at 
UM. The Montana -  Ecology of Infectious Diseases program, funded by the National Science 
Foundation, supports training for University doctoral students. The Ecologists, Educators and 
Schools program allows UM graduate students to work with K-12 teachers to develop science 
exercises for kids.
“The Howard Hughes grant provides the missing puzzle piece of science training for 
undergraduates,” Holben said, “so we now have an enhanced presence for teaching and 
learning science in kindergarten through the Ph.D. ”
He said all three programs will be overseen by the new Office for Research and 
Educational Opportunities for Students, located in UM ’s Division of Biological Sciences. The 
office will provide centralized organization and management of education and research training 
programs, as well as more efficiency and higher visibility to students.
Holben said the central theme of projects funded by the Howard Hughes grant will 
involve the ecology of infectious diseases.
“The reason we picked that theme is that it really requires interdisciplinary education,” 
he said. "The primary players are in mathematics, computer science and the biological
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sciences. We really want to strengthen the components of math and computer sciences in our 
biological sciences curriculum.”
The Howard Hughes Medical Institute is awarding $86.4 million to institutions across 
the United States, including UM, for bold and innovative undergraduate science education. 
The money will support programs at 50 universities in 28 states and the District of Columbia.
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